Media Mentions
Friday, November 13, 2015

11/13/2015
**Parkinson’s Drug Shows Promise Against Macular Degeneration** *(Brian McKay, PhD, associate professor, Department of Ophthalmology and Vision Science, University of Arizona)*

- Drugs.com
- MedicineNet.com
- NZHealthTec.com
- The Health Cast
- Fox-Carolina

11/13/2015
**MOCA Announces MOCA Local Genius Awardees** *(Dr. Andrew Weil is the founder and director of the University of Arizona Center for Integrative Medicine)*

- AmericanTowns.com

11/13/2015
**We reveal the top hospitals in Phoenix** *(Banner - University Medical Center Phoenix)*

- Phoenix Business Journal

11/12/2015
**New test offers proactive step in concussion awareness** *(Dr. Holly Beach of the Banner University Medical Group)*

- Tucson News Now